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THE PLATEAU PROBLEM FOR THE
PRESCRIBED MEAN CURVATURE EQUATION
E. LAM I Dozo AND M. C. MARIANI
§1. INTRODUCTION
Given a Jordan curve r in JPl.3 and H : JPl.3 --+ JPl.3 a continuous and bounded
function, we consider the Plateau problem in the unit disc B = {(u, v) E
JPl.3 ; u2 + v2 < I}, .i.e we look for a vector function X : iJ --+ JPl.3 which satisfies
the following system of nonlinear differential equations
{
(1) ~X = 2H(X)Xu 1\ x; in B
(2) IXul2 -IXvI2 = 0 = Xu' Xv in B
(3) X laB: aB --+ r is a parametrization of r
(P)
where Xu = aX, Xv = ~X and 1\ denotes the exterior product in JPl.3.au uv
As in [5) we define the following subset of the Sobolev space H1(B, JPl.3):
is a weakly monotone parametrization of r}.
We call X E C(r) a weak solution of (P) if for every 'P E CJ(B, JPl.3)
l \7X·\7'P+2H(X)XuI\Xv·'P=O (4)
and if X satisfies (2) in B.
We will consider H prescribed and obtain weak solutions of (P) as critical
points of the functional
DH(X) = D(X) + 2V(X) ,
with
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being the Dirichlet integral and
VeX) = ~LQ(X) . Xu A X"
the Hildebrandt volume, where for e = (6,6,6) in ~3, the associ~ted function
Q to H is
(
fe, fe. fe. )
. Q(e) = i
o
H(s,6,6)ds'io H(6,s,6)ds'10 H(6,6,s)ds ,
which satisfies div Q = 3H [3].
Notations. We denote by Wm,p (B, ~3) the usual Sobolev spaces [1] and
Hm(B, ~3) = Wm,2(B, ~3). For X E H1(B, ~3),
1/2
IIXI/L'(8B,1l') = (lB I Tr X12) ,
where Tr : H1(B, ~3) -+ L2(aB, ~3) is the usual trace operator [1] and for
Y E LOO(U, ~n), we denote .
IWI/oo = sup IY(w)1 .
wEU
For example,
IIHI/oo = sup IH(e)1 ,
eElf.·
I/QI/oo = sup IQ(e)1 ,
eElf.·
and
I/H(X)I/oo = sup IH(X(w»1 ,
€EB
I/Q(X)I/oo = sup IQ(X(w»1 .
eEB
Concerning DH (resp. V) we set
whenever this limit exists (resp. dV(X)(tp».
If X E H1(B, ~3), tp E CJ(B, ~3) then dDH(X)(tp) exists and is equal to
the first member of (4) [cf. 4, Lemma 2].
Finally, (n, 0-) denotes polar coordinates in ~3, in particular ~ is the normal
derivative and :a. the tangencial derivative on e«.
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§2. MINIMA IN SUBSETS OF H1(B, ~3\
We find weak solutions of (P). A first solution is a local minimum of DH
in a convenient subset of H1(B, ~3) when Q is in a specific convex subset of
UXi and I' is a rectifiable Jordan curve in ~3. Other solutions are either a local
minimum of DH with respect to the W2,00(B,~3)-topology or a sequence of
minima of DH in convenient closed convex subsets of Hm(B, ~3) associated to
Hand f.
As in [5] we define
C*(f) = {X E C(f) : X(Pj) = Qj , j = 1, 2,3} ,
where Pj = ei'Pj, 0 ~ 'PI < 'P2 < 'P3 < 27l', and Qj, j = 1,2,3 an oriented
triple on f.
It is known that C*(f) is a weakly closed subset of H1(B, ~3) but C(f) is
not and that for any rectifiable Jordan curve f C ~3, C(f) -# 0 [5].
Finally, we know that if X E H1(B, ~3) is a critical point of D in the
following sense: for any differentiable family of diffeomorphisms g, : B --+ B"
with go = id' there holds
d -1 I-d D(X 0 s, ,B,) = 0 ,
f ,=0
then X satisfies (2) in (P), i.e. the coordinates (u, v) are isothermal, and any
minmizer X of DH in C(f) will be a critical point of D in this sense [5].
We give proofs based on the technical lemmas in section 3.
Theorem 1. Let H : ~3 --+ ~ be continuous and bounded. If the function
. . I 3 eo. ( 3).t'Q E Cl(~3, ~3) associated to H seiisiies IIQI 00 < 2 and fj~; E Loo ~ lor
i -# i, then given a Jordan curve f in ~3 such that C(f) -# 0, the functional
DH has a minimum X in C*(f) and X is a weak solution of(P).
Proof From
for vectors in ~3, we have for X E H1(B, ~3) that
jDH(X)1 ~ D(X) + ~ lIQ(X) . Xu /\ x, I
2
~ D(X) + "3IIQllooD(X)
< 2D(X) ,
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From Lemma 2 [4], DB is weakly lower semi continuous in H1(B, ~3), and
coercive in C(f), beacuse for X E C(f), we have the Sobolev inequality, which
is valid for X E H1(B, ~3) with Tr X E U'O(8B, ~3):
IIXII~::;k1(1IV' XII~+ IIXlli2(oB,lI\3)
::; k2(D(X» + IIXlli2(oB,lI\3» ::; kD(X) + k(f) ,
with k1, ka, k and k(f) positive constants.
Then DB is weakly lower semicontinuous and coercive in C*(f), and C*(f)
is a weakly closed subset of HI(B, ~3), so there is a minimum X of DB in
C*(f).
By conformal invariance of DB ([5] and Lemma 1 below):
But X +(ip E C(f) for ip E CJ(B,~3), then we have that dDB(X)(ip) = 0 and
from Lemma 1 [4]:
l V'X . V'ip + 2H(X))Xu /\ Xv . ip = 0 for ip E CJ(B, ~3) .
Finally, as in [5] for the case H = Ho E ~, from Lemma 1 we have that
for any family of diffeomorphisms gE : B -+ BE, with go = id and det (dg) =
g<!ugE2v - gE2ugEIug<!v > 0; hence the coordinates (u, v) are isothermal.
Let us recall that a function 9 E H1(B, ~3) is a solution to the classical
Plateau problem for a curve I' in ~3 if 9 is harmonic in B and satisfies (2) and
(3) in (P).
Theorem 2. Let I' C ~3 be a rectifiable curve such that the solution to
the classical Plateau problem is a function 9 E W2,OO(B, ~3) and suppose that
H : ~3 -+ ~ is a function satisfying the following properties:
i) H E CI(~3) n WI,oo(~3) and Q E LOO(~3, ~3)
ii) 0 < IIHlloolIglloo < ~
iii) There exists a positive number c > IIV' glloo such that
where Al > 0 is the first eigenvalue of -A in HJ(B).
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Then 9 is a weak solution of(P) and either 9 is a local minimum of DH in
W2,OO(B,R3)n{XEH2(B,JR3); TrX= Trg,
Tr oX = Tr og Tr oX _ Tr og }or or ' OU - OU
or there exists a sequence Xn) in W2,OO(B, JR3) of distinct weak solutions of
(P) with Xn --+ gin W2,OO(B,JR3).
Proof. From iii), H(g) = 0 on B, so (P) holds trivially. Now we choose a
positive number 61 such that
and define
We have that Ml is a nonempty convex, closed and bounded subset of
H2(B,JR3) and by Lemma 2 [4], DH is weakly lower semicontinuous in Ml,
because IIQ(X)lloo :::; f1H1loollXlloo :::; IIHlloo(IIX - glloo + IIglloo) < 3/2 for
X E MI. Hence there exists Xl E Ml such that
DH(XI) = inf DH(X) .
XEM,
Suppose that 9 is not a local minimum of DH in
W2,OO(B, :w,3) n {X E H2(B, :w,3); Tr X = Tr s,
Tr oX = Tr Og, Tr oX = Tr og }or or au au
As in the proof of theorem 2 in [4], we have that dDH(XI)(ep) = 0 for all
ep E CJ(B, :w,3). From this and from Xl E H2(B, :w,3), it follows that (1) in (P)
is fullfilled. 9 E H2(B, :w,3) is a solution to the Plateau problem, in particular
on E. From Xl E Ml we obtain that (T/,u) are isothermal on oB for Xl, so
(u, v) are also isothermal on oB and in B (Lemma 2 below). Finally, Tr 9 =
Tr Xl on BB with 9 E C(r) gives (3) in (P). Now we choose
62 = mini 61, IIXI - gIlW2,oo}
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and define
Then there exists X2 E M2 such that
X2 is a weak solution of (P) and X2 i g, -Xl, because Xl f/:. M2. Hence we
can define a sequence (Xn) C W2,00(B, ~3) of weak solutions of (P) such that
Xn --+ gin W2,00(B, ~3).
Remark. If IIQlloo < 3/2, the condition IIHlloollglloo < 3/2 is not necessary.
In this case, we can define the sequence of convex subsets of W2,00(B, ~3) as
follows:
{ 2 00 ( 3 ot.p ot.pMl = 9 + t.p; t.p E W' B, ~ ), Tr or = Tr 00' = Tr t.p = 0 and
IIt.pllw2,oo :::; c -IIV'gllw2,oo} ,
02 = min{ c - IIV' glloo , ~IIXI - gllw2,oo}
and
2 00 3) ot.p ot.p
M2 = {g+t.p; t.p E W' (B, ~ , Tr or = Tr 00' = Tr t.p = 0 11t.pllw2,oo:::; 02} .
A class of functions H which are examples of our results is given by
, H(f,) = { u;.0
f,i E (u,, b;)
f,if!:.(ai-f,bi+f)
with H«, e, a. , bi, i = 1,2,3 positive numbers such that 0 < ai -f , ai < b; and
HoCL~=l (bi + f)2)1/2 < 3/2. We suppose that H E Cl(~3) and IIHlloo = tt;
As in [4], IIQlloo < ~ and ~~ E Loo follow.
Remark. No assumptions are made on r.
§3. TECHNICAL LEMMAS
We have as in the case H == cte:
Lemma 1. If the Iunction Q associated to H satisfies Q E Loo(I~3,~3), the
. IfHildebrandt volume V(X) = 3" B Q(X) ,Xu 1\ Xv is invariant under orientation
preserving reparametrizations of X, i.e. ifg E Cl(B,~2) is a diifeomorphim
of B onto a domain iJ with det(dg) = glug2v - g2uglv > 0, then V(X) =
V(X 0 g-l).
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Lemma 2. Let H : ]W.3 -+]W. continuous and bounded and X E H2(B, JW.3)
such that LlX = 2H(X)X uXv in B. Then (1],0") are isothermal on BB if and
only if (u, v) are isothermal in B.
Proof. Suppose that IX'112 -lVertXql2 = X'1 ·Xq = 0 on BB, then IX ...12 -




Y(u, v) = X (~,~)
.r2 r2
A direct computation shows that
in B
in ~2 - B where u2 + v2 = r2 .
{
LlY: 2H(Y)Y ... /\ Yv
LlY - -2H(Y)Y ... /\ Yv
in B
in ]W.2 - B
If we consider the conformal measure function
F(u,v) = IY...12 -lYvl2 - 2iY ... · Yv ,
we have that F is holomorphic in C - BB and FE CO(C, q, because
lim (jY...12 _ IYv 12) = [IX ...12( v2 _ U2)2
r-l
r>l
+ IXv 124u2v2 + 2X .... Xv (v2 - u2)( -2uv)]
[IXu12( -2uv)2 + IXv 12( u2 - v2)2 +X .... Xv (u2 - v2)( -2uv)]
= (IX ...12 - IXv 12)[( v2 - u2)2 - 4u2v2] + 2X .... Xv (u2 - v2)4uv




lim Y.... Yv = (IX ...12 - IXv 12)[( V2 - U2)( -2uv)J
r_l
r>l
+ X .... Xv[-(u2 - V2? + 4u2v2J
= 0 = lim Y.... Yv .
r-l
r<l
Then F is holomorphic in C; but from
[IF(u,v)I:S2 [(IY ...12+IYvI2)=4 f(IY u12+lYvI2)J]f,2 Jm3 JB
= 4l (IX ...12 + IXvI2) < +00
we deduce that F == 0 and then we have IX ...12 - IXv 12 = X .... Xv = 0 in B.
Conversely, if (u, v) are isothermal in B, so are (r, 0"), because (u, v) -+ (r, 0")
is conformal; hence on oB, (r, 0") == (1],0") are isothermal.
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§4. A NON EXISTENCE RESULT AND NECESSARY CONDITIONS
Taking into account the case H = Ho E ji and the Heinz' non existence
result [5], [2], we have the following:
Theorem 3. Let r c ji3 be a rectifiable Jordan curve of length L(f),
H E C(ji3), and suppose that there exists a positive number 8 having the
properties
i) L(r) < 8 .
ii) For any X E C(f) there exists a unit vector 11XE ji3 such that
11x . L 2H(X)Xu 1\ Xv ~ 8 .
Then there is no solution to (P) in C1(B, ji3) n C2(B, ji3).
Proof. Suppose that X E C1(B, ji3) n C2(B, ji3) is a solutiori of (P). Then
11X. f 2H(X)Xu .x, = 11x' f ilX = 11x' f (){)Xdoh h hB 11~iB I~~Ido = iB I~~Ida = L(r) < 8 .
A contradiction.
Theorem 4. Let r c ji3 be a rectifiable Jordan curve of length L(r), H :
ji3 ----> ji continuous and bounded, and suppose that X E C1(B, ji3)nC2(B, ji3)
is a solution of (P) verifying IIH(X)Xlloo < 1. Then
L(f)IIXlloo
D(X) ~ 2(1-IIH(X)Xlloo) .,
Proof. We have that ilX = 2H(X)Xu 1\ x, in B. Thus
0= L[-ilX + 2H(X)Xu 1\ Xv]· X
= f [IV'XI2 + 2H(X)Xu 1\ x, .X] - f (){)X. XdoJB JaB 11
~ 2D(X) - 2I1H(X)Xlloo L·'Xu 1\ Xv I - IIXllooiB I~: I do
~ 2D(X)(1 -IIH(X)Xlloo) -IIXlloo iB I~~Ida
= 2D(X)(1 -IIH(X)Xlloo) -IIXllooL(f) .
It follows now that L(f)IIXlloo
D(X) s 2(1 -IIH(X)Xlloo) .
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